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Appendix A

Date Time Incident Alcohol Type Cost
2017
05/03/2017 12.00pm Theft of groceries and alcohol by two females, put items into two separate 

trolleys, left shop and placed within vehicle.
Unknown £1500

Approx. 

20/03/2017 2.32pm Theft of groceries and alcohol by two females (suspected same two females 
from above) Placed items into two separate trolleys, left shop and placed 
within vehicle.

8 x whisky
4 x vodka

£409.49

30/03/2017 3.51pm Theft of groceries and alcohol. Female entered the store removed alcohol 
and other items the left store failing to pay.

6 x spirits £200

01/04/2017 1.20pm- 
1.43pm

Theft of alcohol. Stock check revealed items missing. CCTV reviewed and 
noted a female taking the items and leaving the store without paying.

13 x whisky
5 x champagne
3 x vodka

£638

21/06/2017 1.04pm Theft of alcohol. Male entered the store went straight to the alcohol aisle, 
removed alcohol from display and placed into plastic bag. Thereafter 
walked out of store without making payment.

1 x vodka £20

06/07/2017 1.18pm Theft of alcohol. Female concealed alcohol within her bag leaving store 
without making payment.

4 x vodka £150

09/07/2017 4.30pm- 
5.20pm

Theft of items. Male and female were observed acting suspiciously within 
store, placing items into carrier bags in their trolley then leaving the store 
without making payment. Approached by staff outside at which time they 
ran off with goods. 

Unknown Unknown

02/10/2017 4.10pm Theft of alcohol. Male and female entered store made their way to the 
alcohol section and removed several bottles of vodka and left without 
making payment. After store made enquires they noted the couple had been 
within the premises 3 days in a row and taken alcohol on each occasion.

Vodka/spirits £250
Approx.

2018
08/01/2018 5.40pm Theft of items Unknown unknown
11/07/2018 8.20pm Theft of Wine by a group of 5 females aged between 14 and 18 years old.  

Items were put in bags and females left the shop
6 x wine £32.94

30/07/2018 12.50pm Theft of alcohol.  Male put alcohol bottles in a carrier bag and left the shop 2 x whisky
1x champagne

£120
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03/08/2018 7.23pm Theft of alcohol.  Female entered store, placed the bottles within a carrier 

bag and made no attempt to pay
4 x whisky
2 x vodka

£195

12/08/2018 1.35pm Theft of alcohol.  Male entered the store filled basket with bottles, left store 
and placed them in his car and returned on 3 further occasions without 
being noticed by staff 

Quantity of Spirits £260

02/09/2018 5.30pm-
5.40pm

Theft of alcohol.  2 males entered shop and filled trolley with goods and 
had a shoulder bag on top of goods.  They picked up the alcohol and placed 
this within the shoulder bag and thereafter left the trolley and exited the 
shop.  Staff were able to retrieve the alcohol and reported the incident at 
6.06pm

3 x whisky £84.75

06/09/2018 10.20am Theft of alcohol.  Male entered shop with a trolley and a bag within.  Male 
selected alcohol from the shelves and appeared to have a list.  He thereafter 
left the shop failing to pay for alcohol and not being stopped by staff.  Staff 
reported the incident at 5.05pm

1 x brandy
1 x gin
4 x vodka

£185.50

12/09/2018 11.40am Theft of alcohol.  2 males entered the store with trolleys, filled them with 
22 bottles of alcohol and left the store without paying.  Staff reported the 
incident at 3.08pm

1 x sherry
3 x brandy
5 x whisky
2 x vodka
11 x gin

£550

17/11/2018 3.31pm Theft of alcohol.  Staff member conducting stock check on morning of 18 
November noticed a discrepancy.  CCTV was checked and a male and 
female entered the store, female placed the bottles in a basket and male 
thereafter left the store with the alcohol 

2 x vodka £60

2019
12/01/2019 5.47pm-

6.15pm
Theft of groceries and alcohol.  Male and female entered store and filled 
trolleys with goods including alcohol.  Staff stopped the couple outside and 
recovered the trolleys with £965.46 however female had put some items 
into her bag and left

Unknown £965.46

Date Time Incident Alcohol Type Cost
22/01/2019 8.43pm Theft.  Staff member noticed a male enter the alcohol area and act 

suspicious.  Male was then observed approach a female in possession of a 
trolley filled with alcohol.  The couple then attempted to leave the store 

unknown £668.87

09/06/2019 5.15pm Theft of alcohol – male entered shop, put alcohol under his arm and left 
without paying making off in a vehicle

1 x vodka £18.75
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01/07/2019 9.00pm Attempt t

heft of 10 bottles of alcohol.  Male acting suspicious left shop with the 
alcohol however staff caught up with him and he handed over the alcohol

4 x vodka
6 x pink gin

£155


